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Abstract 

Appearance management is evolving as a means of self-expression or as a way of expressing one's 

individuality. In particular, hairstyle is the most important part of a person's appearance and accounts for 

70% of the appearance. Improving people's appearance by changing their hairstyle gives them confidence. 

Among them, the fringe hair style plays an important role in determining the first impression and reflects the 

trend. Fringe is shorter and simpler than general hair treatment, but even these small treatments have the 

effect of changing the impression, so women are trying to transform into a fringe hair style. A previous study 

was conducted on four lines classified: round, heart, square, and triangular. In this study, we added them to 

define 5 hairlines and created them by combining each hairline. that have been produced 5 fringe hair styles 

that suit the shape of the face. It is expected that the results of this study will be used as educational 

materials for hair line and fringe hair styles in the field, contributing to the beauty industry. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

With the recent increase in economic power and increased interest in the appearance of modern people[1], 

appearance management is developing as a means of self-expression or a method of expressing individual 

personality[2]. Humans meet various people in the environment of social life, and each person they meet 

forms an impression[3]. In addition, it pursues an active and valuable life and pursues external beauty by 

improving social and quality of life. One's external image can be expressed through various physical factors 

that one has, of which the face best expresses the characteristics of one's appearance, and the face impression 

serves as an important clue to determining a person's overall impression in interpersonal relationships[4].  

Hair style is the most important part of a person's appearance, and improvement of appearance leads to the 

ideal physical purpose of his or her pursuit, relieves stress, and psychological stability increases physical 

satisfaction and confidence in social life. Accordingly, the rise in interest and aesthetic desire for hair style 

can be seen as a natural trend of the times[5]. Therefore, it can be seen that modern people try to express an 

image that suits them through their hair styles, and that hair styles are considered a big clue in perceiving 

images and play a very important role in women's physical attraction. Hair styles vary depending on 

individual characteristics, and the most important faces play a big role in forming impressions of each other, 

and fringe hair styles that consider facial shapes can compensate for shortcomings and enhance the image by 
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highlighting their strengths. Accordingly, fringe hair styles can have a lot of influence on self-expression and 

impression formation[6]. A factor that many systems that recognize facial shapes are paying attention to 

these days is the hair line. The hair line is a hair line that grows hair and forms the boundary between the 

forehead and the hair, and it affects people's image so much that there is a fixed hair line shape that 

represents the personality of a specific person[7].  

There are a few papers on hair line shapes in Korea, such as semi-permanent makeup procedures [8], 

makeup case study on forehead hair line in historical dramas,[9] and web-based face 3D modeling study[10] 

and most of them have been suggested as hair stylists' senses and experiences. Therefore, the purpose of this 

study is to classify representative hair line types based on existing papers, develop and apply a combination 

of fringe styles, and provide academic data necessary to design and suggest fringe hair styles suitable for 

customers. 

 

2. RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

Depending on the hair style, the face image appears to change significantly, and the proportion of the hair 

style in appearance is more than 70%, which is very important. Factors that change hair style include cutting, 

perm, color, and hair styling, which can compensate for the shortcomings of the face shape and maximize its 

advantages. In addition, hair style is a means of expressing individuality[11], and among them, fringe hair 

style plays an important role in determining the first impression and also reflects the trend. Therefore, 

research on various techniques is needed so that fringe hair styles can be directed in various styles[12]. 

 

2.1  Fringe Hair Style 

 

Fringe refers to the shape of a hair cut in a straight line to the extent that it reaches the eyebrows. 

However, a fringe actually refers to the hair at the front of the top of the head, and the shape and shape of the 

head, or the hair, located at the front of the top point and the front of the top of the head on both front sides 

of the head[13]. Today, the presence or absence of fringe hair and the style of the face shape compensate for 

the flaws in the face shape, and various directions and rapid changes have been made depending on the social 

and cultural background and beauty standards of the time[14]. Fringe style is a part of art that directly affects 

individual personality and the first impression satisfies beauty and is an important factor in expressing 

psychological characteristics[15]. In a previous study on the image of bangs the hair style that fits his facial 

shape is a good way to express an impression[16] and the fringe has a shorter and simpler procedure than 

ordinary hair procedures, but it has the effect of changing the impression due to these small procedures. For 

this reason, women are trying to change their fringe hair style for a change. 

The previous studies on fringe hair styles in [17] analyzed fringe types by all-back, bang, natural, and 

wave, and [18] classified fringe hair styles by five factors: bang type, S type, Diagonal type, C-curl type, and 

Straight back type as shown in Table 1. 

 

2.2  Hair Line 

 

It refers to the end line where hair begins to appear, the boundary with the skin[19] and the hair line, 

which is a part of the head, is the line of the part where hair begins to appear biologically. In a previous study 

on [20] the hair line classified was defined as the hair line that grows and the boundary between the forehead 

and the forehead, and the flat forehead type was added to four types: As shown in Figure 2(a) Round line, in 

Figure 2(b) Heart line, in Figure 2(c) Angular line, in Figure 2(d) Triangular line and in Figure 2(e) Flat line 

to Table 2. 
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Table 1. Types of Fringe hair styles[18] 

Type  suitablsuitable face shape Characteristics  

Bang style 
Oval, Rectangular, 
Triangular, Inverted 
triangle, Diamond 

It has the effect of making your face look short by putting 
your hair down 
It has features that make you look younger 

S style 
Oval, Round, Inverse 
Triangle 

Make your face look longer by giving volume to your bangs  
It covers one forehead and makes the wide forehead or face 
look oval 

Diagonal line 
style 

Oval, Square, Inverted 
triangle, Rectangular 

It doesn't give volume to the front, so your face looks short  
It covers one side of the forehead, making the forehead look 
narrow  
It gently covers the angular forehead to make it look 
feminine 

C-curl style 
Oval, Square, Inverted 
triangle 

Create volume on the front to make the face look longer 
It covers one forehead with a soft C-curl, making the face 
look soft and narrow 

Straight back 
style  

Oval, Circular, Inverted 
triangle  

Volume is applied to the front to make your face look longer  
Volume using curves has the effect of correcting the face 
shape close to the oval shape 

Table 2. Types of hair line 

Type  Form Characteristics  

Figure 2(a) 
Round line 

 

A low hair line type from the center of the forehead to both ends, 
in which a section of a deep triangle can be helpful 

Figure 2(b) 

Heart line 
 

The hair flow on the forehead is a type with raised or one-sided 
hair, and in this case, the hair follicles should be especially 
careful when cutting bangs 

Figure 2(c) 
Angular line 

 

A thin triangular section may help with the hair line up from the 
center of the forehead to both ends 

Figure 2(d) 
Triangular line 

 

Both foreheads of the frontal part slowly retreat to the triangular 
line, and there are many cases where there is no hair at all or 
only a small amount of hair remains In this case, a section of a 
wide triangle may help 

Figure 2(e) 
Flat line  

 

When you look at the side, the forehead is not convex or is turned 
off, so it gives volume to the forehead with the bangs 

 

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

3.1  Research Method 

 

This study focused on recent data such as degree papers and academic journals to compensate for the 

shortcomings of fringe hair styles and hair lines, and researchers produced fringe hair styles that are most 

suitable for each hair line to organize theoretical concepts based on previous research papers and related 

data. 
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3.2  Work Production Process 

 

Based on previous studies, the hair line type was classified into five types: Round line, Heart line, Angular 

line, Triangular line, and Flat line, [21] and based on [22] the most suitable fringe hair style was classified 

into five categories: Choppy ang, Heart Bang, Feather Bang, Blunt Bang, and See-through Bang[22]. 

 

3.2.1 Choppy Bang Fringe Hair Style works for Round Hair Line 

 

At the front point, divide the area into wide triangles and cut the bangs into rounds. Divide 4 sections in 

the direction of the parent shown in the diagram. Divide the zigzag section at 1/2 point of the triangular 

section and make it symmetrical. Through short bang styling enough to show the eyebrows, the shape of the 

eyebrow bones and eyebrows can be changed. It can produce a young-looking effect and has a small face and 

a round or high forehead. Textured bangs are the point. The production of the Choppy Bang Fringe hair style 

work is shown in Table 3. 

 

3.2.2 Heart Bang Fringe Hair Style that fits the Heart Hair Line 

 

Divide the area into a round triangle at the front point and cut the hair diagonally longer. Divide 3 sections 

in the direction of the parent shown in the diagram. Cut each section so that the angle of division and the cut 

angle are parallel. Each section becomes a disconnection, and disconnects the 1/2 point layer of the triangle. 

Since it is a style with a sense of direction, it is suitable for hair with a part or kiln in the front. The 

production of Heart Bang Fringe hair style works is shown in Table 4. 

 

3.2.3 Feather Bang Fringe Hair Style works for Angular Hair Line 

 

Divide the area into a round triangle at the front point and cut diagonally. Divide into diagonal sections in 

the direction of the flow. One side is more curved and long, so you can give one side as a point like a feather. 

It is suitable for hair with a part in the front and has a point on the front, so it can cover the wide and angular 

forehead. The production of the Feather Bang Fringe hair style work is shown in Table 5. 

 

3.2.4 Blunt Bang Fringe Hair Style for Triangular Hair Line 

 

At the front point, divide the area into a round triangle and cut the cut line to the eyebrow height. Divide 

into sections based on the wide base section. It is good to create a chic look with a heavy and hard style. It is 

a style that changes the feeling by length and draws a lot of attention to the eyes. The production of Blunt 

Bang Fringe hair style works is shown in Table 6. 

 

3.2.5 A See-through Bang Fringe Hair Style that goes well with a Flat Hair Line 

 

The See-through Bang Fringe style is a style that shows the forehead without covering the eyebrows based 

on the eyebrow line along the side part obliquely. The area is divided into a round triangle at the front point, 

and the cut angle is made with a freehand technique using a point cut or a blunt cut. Outline is a technique 

using layer or disconnection, with a silhouette emphasized cut. Disconnection can adjust the volume and be 

suitable for customers who dislike heavy bangs. The production of See-through Bang Fringe hair style works 

is shown in Table 7. 
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3.3  Result of the Production 

 

As shown in Figure 3(a) draw a diagram before starting the cut. Figure 3(b) through Figure 3(g) are 

pictures showing the cutting process. Figure 3(b) is Divide the front zone. Figure 3(c) Cut the under, middle, 

and top sections up to the eyebrows with a round shape. Figure 3(d) Divide the zigzag section at 1/2 point of 

the triangular section. Figure 3(e) Keep the outline down and lift it to 90 degrees to cut. Figure 3(f) After 

fixing the hair with a comb, it is textured with pointing and designed as a free hand. Figure 3(g) Completion 

and Figure 3(h) is a styling image of the completed Choppy bang. 

Table 3. Choppy bang cutting and completion 

 

  

 

Figure 3(a)  Figure 3(b)  Figure 3(c) Figure 3(d) 

 

  

 

Figure 3(e) Figure 3(f) Figure 3(g) Figure 3(h) 

 

As shown in Figure 4(a) draw a diagram before starting the cut. Figure 4(b) Divide the front zone. Figure 

4(c) Create three triangles with respect to the center and then cut parallel to the section of the first triangle. 

Figure 4(d) Cut the second triangle into a diagonally parallel to the section. Figure 4(e) The third triangle 

also uses the same technique and cuts the other side equally. Figure 4(f) It is disconnected in layers from 1/2 

the size of the entire triangle to create a texture. Figure 4(g) Completion are pictures showing the cutting 

process and Figure 4(h) is a styling image of the completed Heart bang. 

Table 4. Heart bang cutting and completion 

 

   

Figure 4(a) Figure 4(b) Figure 4(c)  Figure 4(d) 

    

Figure 4(e) 
 

Figure 4(f) Figure 4(g) 
 

Figure 4(h) 
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As shown in Figure 5(a) draw a diagram before starting the cut. Figure 5(b) Divide the front zone. Figure 

5(c) With the center part, drag the head on the left to the right and cut it parallel to the section. Figure 5(d) 

Cut the right side with the same technique. Figure 5(e) Divide the zigzag section at 1/2 point of the triangle 

and cut it into layers so that the vertex can be cut. Figure 5(f) After the texture treatment with a free hand, the 

top part is subjected to graguation tapering. Figure 5(g) Completion are pictures showing the cutting process 

and Figure 5(h) is a styling image of the completed Feather bang. 

Table 5. Feather bang cutting and completion 

    

Figure 5(a) 
 

Figure 5(b) 
 

Figure 5(c) 
 

Figure 5(d). 

    

Figure 5(e) Figure 5(f) 
 

Figure 5(g) 
 

Figure 5(h) 
 

 

As shown in Figure 6(a) draw a diagram before starting the cut. Figure 6(b) Divide the front zone. Figure 

6(c) The under section is a square shape and sets the length of the guide from the center. Figure 6(d)The 

middle section is also conducted with the same technique. At this time, move the body position and cut it. 

Figure 6(e) Brush the top section in the direction of the morrow and cut it into squares. Figure 6(f) Balance 

the side with an ellipse about one finger thick. Figure 6(g) Completion are pictures showing the cutting 

process and Figure 6(h) is a styling image of the completed Blunt bang. 

Table 6. Blunt bang cutting and completion 

     

Figure 6(a) 
 

Figure 6(b) 
 

Figure 6(c) 
 

Figure 6(d) 
 

    

Figure 6(e) 
 

Figure 6(f) Figure 6(g) 
 

Figure 6(h) 
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As shown in Figure 7(a) draw a diagram before starting the cut. Figure 7(b) Divide the front zone. Figure 

7(c) Set the length first with a section smaller than the basic bangs. Figure 7(d) Cut the length of hair into 

layers. Figure 7(e) After cutting the base, make the texture with pointing. Figure 7(f) Connect the side hair 

with slicing. Figure 7(g) Completion are pictures showing the cutting process and Figure 7(h) is a styling 

image of the completed See-through bang. 

Table 7. See-through bang cutting and completion 

     

Figure 7(a) 
 

Figure 7(b) 
 

Figure 7(c) 
 

Figure 7(d) 
 

    

Figure 7(e) 
 

Figure 7(f) Figure 7(g) 
 

Figure 7(h) 

 

3.4  Conclusion of the Completion 

 

The following research results can be presented. As a result of the study that most of the preferred fringe 

hair styles[23] are to secure defects in their faces, fringe hair styles and hair lines can have a great influence 

on image and impression formation. That is, various changes in a new image are possible due to changes in a 

fringe hair style and a hair line, and a desired image may be produced. In addition study on the preference of 

bangs showed that fringe hair style had the greatest influence on image change, and for the preference of 

bangs, bangs were the length above eyebrows, parted right, straight line, cut line was the round, natural curl, 

and color was the most preferred[24]. Therefore, in this study, we directed the best match through a 

combination of hairline and fringe style using a black wig by referring to previous studies. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

There may be various elements for forming a person's image, such as clothing, body shape, and hair color. 

Among them, one of the easiest and most reliable image changes is the change due to the bangs. When the 

results of previous studies are collected, the fringe can give a normal, pure, classical, and passive feeling. In 

addition, the impression formation due to the bangs, feminine and attractive images can be recognized by 

others, and the likability can be increased. In this way, it can be seen that the fringe has an effect on image 

change, impression formation, and the likability of the other person. Therefore, it will be possible to form a 

morphological image and a psychological image due to the fringe. The purpose of this study is to organize 

the images of bangs and hair lines so far and to present a more empirical model. 

The limitations of this study are the failure to incorporate fringe hair styles into actual models, and it is 

believed that various studies on various hair lines and fringe designs are needed. Through this study, it is 

hoped that it will be used as educational data in the field and contribute to the beauty industry. 
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